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Archie McPhee

Stoneway N and N 45th

Seattle Pops

Interlake N and N 45th

This old Safeway grocery
store is one of Wallingford’s
only Art Deco-style buildings.
Q What are the colors of the
building today?

Swanson’s Shoe Repair
Corliss N and N 45th

Wally Pets

Wallingford N just south of N 45th

Murphy’s Pub

yellow with blue trim
and a mural

This arch is part of a grand
entrance to a big building one
block south of N 45th.
Q How many steps up from
the front yard up to the doors?

Meridian N and N 45th
Historic Wallingford thanks these volunteers:
Dennis McCarthy, Linda Sewell, Mike Ruby, and Sarah Martin.
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WALLINGFORD

twenty-five
Seattle’s Wallingford neighborhood developed in the early
20th century as a working- and middle-class streetcar suburb
with a thriving commercial core along N. 45th Street. Today,
this dynamic, evolving corridor is encircled by one of the city’s
best collections of Craftsman bungalows and other popularly
styled early- and mid-20th century houses.

The Beatles walked
across Abbey Road in 1969.
Their music was issued on
vinyl records.
Q What is the name of the
store located behind the mural
that will sell you vinyl records?
Golden Oldies
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DISCOVER OUR HISTORY

ENTER TO WIN

2021 TREASURE HUNT

We will contact you if your entry is drawn.
There is a limit of one prize per (household or family).
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#whereinwallingford

Do your best to complete the questions and submit your form
to a drop box at a sponsor listed above by September 15, 2021.

NAME

WHERE
IN

Celebrate Wallingford with this
self-guided Treasure Hunt in and
around Wallingford’s business district.
Explore historic architecture and
flourishes of art with family and
friends. Solve the clues and then
enter to win a prize! See details at
HistoricWallingford.org.

three sets

This giraffe is part of an
enormous mural painted on
the side of a 1920s building.
Q What is the mural
advertising?

This ghost sign advertises
this building’s very
first occupant in 1920.
Q What business is now in
this building on the corner?

the original use?
fire station

Sea Monster

This rotating sign advertises
a hamburger drive-in that opened
in 1954.
Q What kind of service does this
sign promise?

This entryway sign in the
sidewalk marks where Tweedy & Popp
sold hardware for many, many years.
Q What is sold there now?

This decorative keystone is found above the entrance to
what was originally the Jack-Lan Apartments, built in 1929.
Q How many brick arches
are in the window directly
above the entrance?

This quarter-arch
window is found on a building that first functioned as
a single-family home.
Q What is the
building’s address?
1415 N 45th St

44 TH

This fluted
column with an
Ionic-style capital
supports the west
entry porch to this
Landmarked building.
Q What is the building’s current name and
its original name?
Wallingford Center
and Interlake
Public School
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This artistic serpent detail
is at the entrance of a 3-story
building just north of N 45th.
Q What is the function
of this building?

Blue Star Café

BAGLEY

This artistic feature is
found above a storefront
in a Mediterranean Revivalstyle building.
Q How many individual
storefronts do you count
in this one-story block?

This shingled tower
rises from a building
that has been adapted
to serve a different use.
The building still has
features that reveal its
original use, such as
the garage doors.
Q How many garage
doors do you count?

Q What restaurant
located on N 46th now
occupies the building of
this once garage?
Bizarro Italian

